
Alma analytics can help library staff understand how reading lists are being 

used in terms of scope engagement and resource usage for a general 

introduction to Alma analytics you can view our introduction to analytics 

session.  

let's go to Alma Analytics and see how we can create reports relating to 

Leganto reading lists. Go to analytics design analytics. 

To create a report go to New, Analysis and here we can see all 

the subject areas including those which are relevant for Leganto like Course Reserves 

which is useful to analyze courses, reading lists and citations 

this is a good subject area to use when you're interested in the lists themselves. 

Leganto Instructor Usage Events answers questions about how instructors 

are using the Leganto interface. 

Are they adding tags, are they adding due dates etc. 

Leganto Student Usage answers questions about how reading lists and citations are actually 

used by the students. Other subject areas include some information that may be related to 

Leganto such as Link Resolver Usage but we won't focus on them today. 

More information on all subject areas can be found in the Analytics subject areas 

article in the Exlibris knowledge center. 

Let us now look at a couple of examples of creating analyses relating to Leganto. 

When creating a new analysis first think of the question you'd like to answer. 

For my first example I would like to see all books that are in reading lists since I'm 

interested in the lists themselves I'll use the Course Reserves subject area. 

The folders show us the type of data available within the Course Reserves subject area. 

Before we build our report let's look at some of the options available. 

Under Reading List Citation we have attributes such as the Citation Status and library tags on 

the citation. 

Next we have folders with details on the Reading List Creation Date. 

Details on Leganto Reading Lists Sections that are found within each list. 

Details about the reading list itself such as the Reading List Name. 

Course details such as the Course Code the Course Name and the Course Instructor 

Bibliographic Details of citations which are part of the Alma repository citation Metadata  

Details citation copyright information. 



Details about the librarian assigned to the list and the course start date and end date  

and for Alma network zones information about the institution. 

To create a report we just need to add in the relevant fields for our report. 

To answer the question which books are on reading lists we first need the material type 

which is found in the reading list. citation folder under Citation Material Type. 

We can filter this for books Let's now get the Course Code and to further filter for only 

current courses we can filter by Course Status equals Active You can also filter for current 

courses using the course start and end date it all depends on how the data is organized 

in your institution. And finally let's get the titles of the books that's found under Citation 

Metadata Details Title we can view the results of our analysis now under the results tab 

and here is a report on all of the books that are in reading lists. So for each course 

we can see the list of titles for that course. If we're pleased with the results we can save our 

analysis either in your own folder or in shared folders so it can be viewed as a report in 

Alma. For our next example we'd like to answer the question How much are students using 

their course materials? 

Let's create a new analysis we're interested in usage information so that can be found in the 

Leganto student usage subject area. Looking at the folders you'll note that many of these are 

the same folders we saw in the previous subject area But we can look at the ones that are 

unique to Leganto student usage. 

Under Student Usage are all of the usage measurements The elements that start with 

number give a total number, whereas the elements that start with students 

give the number of unique students. These numbers are not always equal 

For example you could have five students who viewed a citation a total of 25 times. 

The event date folder allows you to break down the data based on when the usage occurred. 

Now we can build our report adding in the data elements that were interested in. 

Let's add the course code the reading list name and in the Student Usage folder the Total 

Events . The Active Students the Number of Reading List Views the Number of Citations 

Views and the Citation Title and Citation Type. 

Let's sort the results by the number of citation views in descending order to show us the 

ones that have had the most activity. 

Once again you can view the results. In all of our courses with all of the aforementioned 

usage data, and when you're done you can save the report. 

So these were just a couple of useful examples for reports in Alma related to Leganto. 

There are countless other possibilities that you can create. 

Thanks for joining! 


